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Tale of Tales (1979)
by Yuri Norstein
Jerzy Petersburski’s tango The Last Sunday was released in Poland
in 1935. Shortly after, it was translated into Russian as The
Wearied Sun and released to immediately popularity in the USSR.
Yuri Norstein was born in 1941, and has stated that he does not
remember the war, ‘But I remember the feeling: the feeling in the
corridor, in a room, the frost, the smell of frost, the smell of snow
and the tango, The Wearied Sun that could be heard everywhere,
almost as a national anthem.’ The lyrics detail the ﬁnal meeting
of two lovers before they part ways forever. Nostalgic and
brooding, it earned the nickname ‘The Suicide Tango’.
The recording of The Wearied Sun used in this animation crackles,
much as an old or over-played record would. Combined with the
ephemeral, unfocused imagery, it gives the impression that one is
listening through time. In a heartbreaking sequence, women
dance with their partners to the tango. The song stops, jerkily and
abruptly. The men holding the women vanish; leaving the women
frozen in position, their arms empty. The men return, their cloaked
backs and helmet clad heads visible as they march into war and
past the frozen image of their lovers. As they march, the seasons
change, in shorthand for the passing of time. The music changes
too, to a more sinister and authoritative song. Letters ﬂy through
the sky and are caught by the women. Fragments of text, saying
things like ‘Your husband…’, ‘Faithful to military honour…’ and ‘Was
buried…’ are shown over the image of black bread and vodka. It is
a Russian mourning tradition to leave these items out for the
dead. This simple and imaginative sequence highlights the
strange relationship between action and inaction, for the women
remain entirely still whilst the men march; as well as the
suddenness of conﬂict and its deﬁnitive consequences.
This meditation on loss, through animation’s capacities and
combined with Norstein’s speciﬁc artistry has an entirely
devastating impact on viewers. In 1984, The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences called Tale of Tales the best animation
ever made. Mimicking human memory, Norstein’s ﬁlm undertakes
a grand and unique task. One that has resulted in comparisons
between Tale of Tales and Andrei Tarkovsky’s Mirror (1973). An

unusual and personal goal for any ﬁlmmaker, and arguably even
more rare for an animator, he succeeded in producing a ﬁlm that
has been pored over, to establish the meaning of the non-linear
plot in the same obsessive way Tarkovsky’s ﬁlms are interrogated.
There are three intertwined plot lines. The sequences for these
are not separated but interspersed and the perspective is
switched at random. These are memory, the present and an
idealised world. The one common denominator is the little wolf
who watches all. These gorgeous, ephemeral sequences
communicate with each other in the most tender and
heartbreaking way. The derelict present showcases a nostalgia for
childhood, and of family intimacy in the era of communal
apartments. This romanticisation of his childhood exists
knowingly alongside the cultural trauma and personal tragedy of
those years. Certainly, his early memories are informed by it. This
is exempliﬁed most heartbreakingly by the images of a baby,
suckling at a breast. Norstein has explained the genesis of this
image. His aunt came to live with his family, pregnant and
recently widowed. Her baby died after two weeks. In the kitchen
he would watch her draw the milk her body was still producing
from her breast. By animating a suckling baby, all three strands
collide as he immortalises an idealised moment in personal
memory that ended in tragedy.
Norstein has established his ﬁlm expresses the phenomenon of
‘pre memory’. Something he describes as existing in all of us: the
sensation of intimately knowing something we have not
experienced. This strange primordial sense is perhaps
represented by the wolf, the spectator to the ﬁlm’s events. But
instead of being a scary antagonist, the wolf is small, vulnerable
and sweet. An ancient symbol of our preternatural senses in a
loveable and childlike form. The only moment the wolf truly
participates in, is when he sings to the baby he ﬁnds. The song is,
ironically, a little ditty about being taken into the forest by a wolf.
In this moment the self aware irony of Norstein’s ﬁlm is pulled
together as the sinister and the comforting collide.
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Yuri Norstein is a Soviet/ Russian director. The animator was born in
1941 in the Penza Oblast and raised in a Moscow suburb. He is best
known for his animation shorts. The most loved and famous of these
is Hedgehog in the Fog, which is considered a classic in Russia and a
favourite of adults and children alike. Known to be a perfectionist, who
is entirely uncompromising on quality, he has earned the title, ‘The
Golden Snail’: Norstein has been working on an adaptation of Nikolai
Gogol’s Overcoat since 1981. With a distinctive style which departs
from the typical lines and colours of animation, his ﬁlms are masterful
and full of depth. Norstein uses imagery and the unique abilities of
animations to delve into the subconscious and cultural memory.

Kino Klassika is a UK registered charity (1150791). We rely on the
generosity of our supporters. If you want to encourage education and
engagement with classic Russian language, Eastern and East European
ﬁlm, please support us by making a donation.
Our bank details are as follows:
Account no. 69358087
Sort code 60-15-33
Or please donate at our website:
www.kinoklassikafoundation.org

About Red Front
Marking VE Day and the end of the war on the Eastern Front, May 9th,
this season of remarkable and rarely screened ﬁlms includes
works from famed directors Aleksei Germann and Andrei Konchalovsky,
contemporary director Sergei Loznitsa, female director Tatyana
Lioznova, as well as Yuri Norstein, widely considered to the be greatest
animator of all time.
Screenings will take place online every Tuesday and Saturday, from
Saturday 9 to Saturday 30 May 2020. Reframed in short order, since
cinemas have gone dark, Red Front is a unique co-operation between
Kino Klassika, the Institut français du Royaume-Uni and partners and
directors of cinemas and studios in the UK and Russia. Supported by
the Russian Embassy in London, Lenﬁlm, Soyuzmultﬁlm, Gorky Film and
others, it replaces a planned cinema season in London, Bristol,
Manchester and beyond.

About Kino Klassika Foundation
Kino Klassika creates programmes of ﬁlm restorations, publications, art
commissions and events to educate audiences about classic Russian
language and Eastern cinema. This includes a 2-year programme to
spotlight the pioneering work of ﬁlmmaker Sergei Eisenstein, our ﬁrst
restoration projects including Hakob Havnatanyan, Arabesques on the
PIrosmani Theme and Jirtdan (1969). We have recently completed
Melodia! Discovering Musicals from Russia and the Caucasus, a screening
season in partnership with the British Film Institute, Institut Francais,
Bristol Watershed and Broadway Nottingham. The program celebrated
the diversity and complexity of Soviet, Russian and Caucasian musicals.
It gave UK audiences a unique opportunity to explore an undiscovered
musical tradition.
Kino Klassika’s trustees are Professor Ian Christie, Daniel Jowell QC,
Roger Munnings CBE and Justine Waddell. The patron of Kino Klassika
is Ralph Fiennes.

The Kino Klassika Team
WWII had effects that range well into this century, but the level and
extremity of the loss suffered by the Soviet Union had signiﬁcant social
impact. The ﬁlms we are showing are made by innovative, modern
directors across various genres. We have included a diverse range of
style and narrative to show the various ways ﬁlm has been used to
commemorate, remind and heal. Our mission is to shine a light on
these rarely seen, contemporary masterpieces in an act of
remembrance for the past and recognition of the present. As always
with Kino Klassika screenings, each ﬁlm will be accompanied by
specially commissioned programme notes.
If you are enjoying what we do, please spread the word by sharing our
posts on facebook, twitter and social media.

This screening could not happen without the unstinting support of the
Kino Klassika team: Joseph Andreyev, Nathan Dampier, Tatiana Isaeva,
Zoryana Mischiy, Olja Mlljevic, Seraphina Paisey and Talitha Piggott.
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